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ABSTRACT: In systems with reduced dimensions, quantum
fluctuations have a strong influence on the electronic
conduction, even at very low temperatures. In superconductors,
this is especially interesting, since the coherent state of the
superconducting electrons strongly interacts with these
fluctuations and therefore is a sensitive tool to study them. In
this paper, we report on comprehensive measurements of
superconducting nanowires in the quantum phase slip regime.
Using an intrinsic electromigration process, we have developed
a method to lower the nanowire’s resistance in situ and
therefore eliminate quantum phase slips in small consecutive
steps. We observe critical (Coulomb) blockade voltages and
superconducting critical currents, in good agreement with
theoretical models. Between these two regimes, we find a continuous transition displaying a nonlinear metallic like behavior.
The reported intrinsic electromigration technique is not limited to low temperatures, as we find a similar change in resistance
that spans over 3 orders of magnitude also at room temperature. Aside from superconducting quantum circuits, such a
technique to reduce the resistance may also have applications in modern electronic circuits.
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When the dimensions of electronic circuits are
reduced to nanometer scales, their transport
characteristics can change fundamentally. A super

conducting wire, which is approximately as narrow as the
variation length scale of the superconducting order parameter,
responds to an applied electrical field in dramatically different
ways: The behavior of a short wire with a low normal state
resistance resembles, at temperatures well below the critical
temperature, the well known behavior of a bulk super
conductor. The order parameter is well defined and the
resistance vanishes. A long wire with a sufficiently high normal
state resistance, instead, does not even reveal superconductivity
at a first glance, since the wire does not conduct electrical
current at low applied voltages.
This intriguing phenomenon has its origin in the strong

confinement of the superconducting condensate which leads to
a highly fluctuating order parameter, and therefore its phase
‘slips’1−5 (for an overview of the effect see, e.g., ref 6). At
temperatures close to the transition temperature, the electrical
response is governed by thermally activated phase slips.7,8 At
very low temperatures, however, the origin of these phase slips
has a quantum nature. Between the two extreme states,
superconducting and insulating, the response shows a

nonlinear metallic like behavior at small applied voltages (in
the following for simplicity denoted as ‘metallic’).
To date, it was not possible to access these three different

regimes at low magnetic fields with a single wire,9−11 since the
intrinsic properties, like coherence length or nanowire
resistance, were fixed by the preparation of the wire.
In this paper, we present a technique which allows for the

permanent reduction of the normal state resistance of single
wires by 3 orders of magnitude compared to its initial
resistance at low temperatures. We use current pulses of
increasing amplitude to alter the internal structure of oxidized
(granular) aluminum (AlOx) nanowires by an intrinsic
electromigration (IEM) process. By doing so, we observe a
transition of the electrical response from the insulating through
the metallic to the superconducting state.
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The studied thin films consist of a network of small
aluminum grains with a diameter of about 4 nm covered by a
thin aluminum oxide insulator (see TEM picture in Supporting
Information of ref 12). This intergrain matrix plays a dominant
role in the transport properties of the material and, at very low
temperatures where the aluminum is in the superconducting
state, is usually described as a network of Josephson weak links.
The charge transport between the grains and thus also the
normal state resistance are therefore strongly dependent on the
thickness of the insulating barriers. In the fabrication process of
the films, the thickness of the insulating layer between the
grains can be influenced by the amount of oxygen added to the
deposited pure aluminum. These films can have a normal sheet
resistance up to several kΩ and exhibit low intrinsic microwave
losses in the superconducting state, making them a versatile
material for high impedance superconducting quantum circuits
(see, e.g., refs 12−15). The kinetic inductance Lk of a wire
made of such film may exceed the geometric inductance by
orders of magnitude. It is convenient to describe it by Lk =
ℏRn/πΔ = 0.18ℏRn/kBTc, where Rn, Δ, Tc are the normal state
resistance, the (BCS) superconducting energy gap, and the
transition temperature (1.4−2 K for granular aluminum).12

Due to the Josephson coupling between the grains, the
transport properties of AlOx films are inherently nonlinear.
However, if the number of parallel grains in a wire is large, the
Josephson nonlinearity is washed out and becomes only visible
at large electrical currents.
Theoretical Background. Neglecting the microscopic

disorder, the transport dynamics of superconducting nanowires
in the insulating regime has been proposed to be dual to the
transport dynamics of a Josephson junction in the super
conducting regime.16 Following ref 17, a measure of the
strength of the phase fluctuations in a wire is given by the
phase slip energy:
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where Lw, ξ, and Rq = h/4e2 are the length of the wire, the
effective superconducting coherence length, and the super
conducting resistance quantum, respectively. The empirical
constants α and β are of the order of 1.17 The phase slip energy
exponentially depends on the normal state resistance Rn. Thus,
Es can vary by orders of magnitude within the Rn range studied
in this paper.
The inductive energy EL = Φ0

2/2Lk also plays an important
role in the electrical response of a wire. If EL is much larger
than Es, the superconducting phase difference along the wire is
well defined, showing a superconducting behavior. Here,
coherent transport of Cooper pairs leads to a vanishing
voltage drop up to a critical current Ic; for a review see, e.g., ref
18. In the insulating regime, where Es is much larger than EL,
no conductance is observed up to an applied critical voltage of
Vc = 2π/2e Es. When altering Rn, both Es and EL are changed,
EL, however, only linearly:17
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As a result, already small changes in Rn have a high impact
on the ratio between Es and EL and thus on the transport
properties of the wire. Following Mooij et al.,17 the transition

from an insulating to a superconducting behavior should
happen at Es ≈ 0.2 EL.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reducing the Normal-State Resistance. Our experi

ments focus on a scheme of applying current pulses and
measuring the changes in the normal state resistance Rn of a
wire together with the current−voltage (I−V) characteristics in
the superconducting state. Figure 1a shows a typical resistance

Rn vs pulse amplitude Ip measurement at 25 mK here for
sample A (length 1000 nm). We applied current pulses with
increasing amplitudes ranging from Ip ≃ 1 μA to Ip = 380 μA in
240 steps. Once a reduction of Rn at a certain threshold current
Ip is observed, applying pulses with an amplitude below the
next threshold does not change Rn. This behavior is illustrated
in the inset of Figure 1a. To study the impact of the pulse
duration on the change in resistance, we applied pulses with
varying lengths, ranging from milliseconds up to minutes. We
observed no pulse duration effect at these time scales. After the
resistance is changed to a certain Rn, it remains stable, also after
thermal cycling of the cryostat to room temperature. In
addition, to ensure that the altered resistance values as well as
the transport characteristics are stable in time, test measure
ments were performed over days. Both the normal state
resistance and the transport response did not change over time.
We have applied the described measurement scheme at various
temperatures to about 25 nanowire samples of different lengths
and from different fabrication batches with similar results. Due
to the character of the change in resistance, we name the
method as IEM.
We suggest the following microscopical origin for the

alteration of the resistances, illustrated in Figure 1d. With a
current applied to the nanowire, a local voltage develops which
mainly drops over the insulating grain to grain interlayers. At a
threshold current Ip, the tunnel junction is pinched out,
merging two or more grains with the weakest insulating

Figure 1. (a) Normal state resistance of an oxidized (granular)
aluminum nanowire as a function of the applied pulse current Ip
measured at 25 mK. The resistance of the 20 nm wide and 1000
nm long nanowire is stepwise (inset) lowered from 900 kΩ to 2.5
kΩ. At low bias values, an insulating, metallic, and super
conducting behavior is observed. (b) Scanning electron micro
graph of a lithographically fabricated nanowire (colored in red) on
a sapphire substrate. (c) Illustration of the wire structure. Isolated
aluminum grains (red, size ≃4 nm) are embedded in an aluminum
oxide matrix (orange), forming a network of tunnel junctions
(black crosses). (d) Proposed microscopic process: The current
pulses lead to an IEM merging grains and/or clusters of grains.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c08721?fig=fig1&ref=pdf
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barrier.19,20 We observe that the current pulses can be either
applied at room temperature or at low temperatures with very
similar results, leading to a permanent change in resistance. It
is advantageous, especially at low temperatures to apply
relatively short current or voltage pulses to avoid unnecessary
heating. Our findings indicate that this procedure creates an
altered network of more strongly connected grains, which
effectively leads to an increase in the wire conductance, as seen
in Figure 1a.
We note that both the magnitude of the Rn changes and the

adjusting accuracy are dependent on the wire length (data not
shown). The wire resistance tends to increase with length, but
does not strictly scale with it. The reason for this lies in the
disordered character of the internal structure of the wire. A
qualitative explanation for this behavior may lie in the random

distribution of barrier thicknesses. To first order, the number
of junctions in the network scales linearly with the length of
the nanowire. The probability of having a few very weak
internal junctions dominating Rn therefore also increases
quickly with the length (see Table 1). As a consequence, the
first changes in resistance are very steep (Figure 1a). However,
with a further reduction of resistance, we observe smaller steps.
Figure 2a displays the distribution of resistance steps dRn for
sample A, hosting a few thousand separated aluminum grains.

Insulating Regime. By using the IEM method, the
resistance values initially change rapidly (Figure 1a), and we
observe larger gaps between the measured resistance values
(order of 10 kΩ), visible as larger steps in the distribution tail
in Figure 2a. Consequently, also the critical voltage values
reflect these gaps in Rn.

Table 1. Parameters of the Samples Measured at mK Temperaturesa

no. Lw (nm) Rn
0 (kΩ) Rn

E (kΩ) Rn
m (kΩ) Rn

s (kΩ) Rn
0/Rn

E Es
0/h (GHz) Es

m/h (GHz) Es
s/h (MHz) Es

E/h (Hz)

A 1000 900 2.5 37 16 360 200 2.5 1 10 × 10−21

B 750 500 3.7 28 17 135 164 3.0 34 10 × 10−7

C 250 12.4 1.5 12.4 4.7 8.3 0.5 0.5 2.5 × 10−3 10 × 10−16

aAll AlOx nanowires have a width and a thickness of 20 nm. Rn
0 and Rn

E denote the initial and final normal state resistance (before and after altering
the nanowire), and Es

0 and Es
E are the corresponding phase slip energies. Rn

m, Es
m and Rn

s , Es
s are the largest metallic and superconducting normal state

resistances/phase slip energies.

Figure 2. (a) Distribution of resistance steps dRn for sample A. Steps of dRn > 20 kΩ occur only at very small Ip. (b) I−V characteristics for a
1000 nm long nanowire. Darker curves correspond to higher resistance values, brighter to lower. The Coulomb blockade range is from 3.6
mV for a normal state resistance of ≈800 kΩ down to about 0.1 mV for the lowest resistance value (≈40 kΩ). (c) Ratio between phase slip
energy Es and inductive energy EL as a function of the normal state resistance of wires A and B. For both wires, the ratio converges for
smaller resistances toward the same value. Here, the transition from insulating to metallic behavior occurs at Es/EL ≈ 0.02. (d) Critical
voltages Vc as a function of the normal state resistance Rn. The comparison of measured values and the predictions from eq 1 (b) and eq 2
(c) with the fitting parameters α = 0.07 ± 0.01 and β = 0.49 ± 0.03 shows a good agreement for both wires (see black solid lines in (c) and
(d)). (e) I−V characteristics of sample A in the metallic regime (≈25 to 15 kΩ). In the vicinity of zero bias current, the slope increases when
the wire resistance is reduced. The measurements were performed at 25 mK.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c08721?fig=fig2&ref=pdf
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Prior to applying any current pulses to lower Rn, samples A
and B, see Table 1, showed a strong Coulomb blockaded
behavior with maximal critical voltage Vc = 3.6 mV (Figure
2d). For high blockade voltages, we observed a continuous
rounding of the I−V characteristics at Vc which lead to a
significant error contribution in the determination of Vc values
>2 mV (Es/h ≈ 150 GHz in the QPS model). We attribute this
rounding to an effect of the relatively low impedance of the
environment and therefore elevated temperature due to
dissipation in the nanowire.21 However, at lower Vc, the I−V
characteristics become very steep, but not hysteretic in the
current values.
As an important consequence of the lowering of Rn, we

expect the granular structure to be altered, forming a network
of more and more galvanically connected grains (see Figure
1d). Due to reduced grain boundary scattering,22 a longer
mean free path l0 also results in an increased coherence length
ξ ξ= leff 0 0 . Experimentally, this has also been observed in
other granular and amorphous systems which have been grown
under different conditions23 or treated by electromigration.24

The data presented in Figure 2c,d are best fitted assuming a
linear ξ span from ξ = 8 nm (Rn = 900 kΩ) to ξ = 12 nm (Rn =
37 kΩ).
Figure 2d displays the extracted critical voltages as a function

of the altered normal state resistances for both wires. The
overlaid curve is a fit to the measured data using eq 1. The two
extracted parameters α = 0.07 ± 0.01 and β = 0.49 ± 0.03 are
common to the data of samples A and B and in good
agreement with the values given in ref 17. Figure 2c shows
excellent agreement with the QPS theory, eq 2, for samples A
and B. Here, we also took into account the change in the
inductive energy. The ratio Es/EL drops almost linearly to
values below unity where we find a transition to the metallic
regime.
Metallic Regime. We observe a metallic regime for all

samples with Rn values between 40 kΩ and 16 kΩ,
characterized by a linear response for small bias values and a
nonlinear response at larger bias values. For sample A, this is
shown in Figure 2e, see also the Supporting Information. The
exact nature of the metallic regime is currently not clear.
From the perspective of the QPS model, using the

parameters evaluated above, in this regime the I−V character
istic is associated with Es in the range between Es/h ≈ 3 GHz
and Es/h ≈ 30 MHz, while EL changes between EL/h ≈ 150

GHz and EL/h ≈ 250 GHz. In this intermediate regime, Es
reduces to values where on average neither the localization of
charges in the wire nor the phase coherence across the wire is
dominating.
The observed transitions from insulating to metallic and

from metallic to superconducting behavior in our experiments
are consistent with previous work on two dimensional (2D)
granular films,25 metal hybrids,26 and one dimensional (1D)
arrays of Josephson junctions. For a detailed discussion on the
I−M−S transition in 2D granular superconductors, see refs
27−29. More recent studies of 1D chains and 2D arrays of
Josephson junctions30 have reported a similar behavior with
transitions between insulating, metallic (quasiparticle domi
nated), and Cooper pair dominated transport as a function of
temperature and magnetic field.31−34 The interplay between
fundamental energy scales in these systems is similar to the
granular aluminum films, and so one would expect similar
transport properties.
If one considers the model of a network of Josephson

junctions (illustrated in Figure 1c), there are two energy scales
of interest. The finite charging energy of the grains sets the
energy scale associated with localized charges in the system,
whereas the Josephson energy sets the energy scale of the
delocalization which underpins the superconducting state. One
can argue that there should be a transition (even at zero
temperature) associated with the crossover from Coulomb
dominated to Josephson dominated dynamics, as is typically
discussed in the context of Josephson junction arrays.30 As
more links are connected by the IEM, the charging energy per
grain is reduced eventually allowing conduction pathways to
form, resulting in a metallic state.

Superconducting Regime. For values of Rn/Lw (here Lw
is the wire length) smaller than about 20 Ω/nm, the I−V
characteristics display a transition into a supercurrent state
with no voltage drop up to a critical current Ic. In Figure 3a,
this is shown for sample A. At the largest Rn and at current
values close to Ic, the voltage drop across the wire develops
rather smoothly (inset), very similar to the phase diffusion
behavior of small capacitance Josephson junctions. Larger Ic
values show a voltage discontinuity which develops in
magnitude as Rn decreases, as it is common for super
conducting wires.
Under the assumption that the QPS model is still valid and

that the above determined empirical parameters α and β are
unchanged, we can compute Es to be of the order of 1 MHz,

Figure 3. (a) I−V characteristics of sample A as a function of normal state resistance. Here Rn is extracted from the resistive slope above Ic at
finite voltages. (b) Critical currents, when the wires are in the superconducting regime, compared with the predicted values from the KO1
(black solid line) and AB (black dashed line) theory.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c08721?fig=fig3&ref=pdf
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while EL can be a few hundred MHz. Due to the smallness of
Es, however, it is more useful to describe the wire as a narrow
superconducting filament. Therefore, we compare the
measured Ic to a model for short weak links in the dirty
limit (mean free path l0 ≪ Llink) (Kulik and Omel’Yanchuk,
KO1)35 and to the expectation that the wire would behave like
a Josephson tunnel junction (Ambegaokar and Baratoff, AB).36

For details see the Supporting Information.
For both models, Ic as a function of the normal state

resistance is given by ⟨Ic⟩ = g′(πΔBCS/2e)⟨Rn⟩
−1 with g′ = 1.32

(KO1) or g′ = 1 (AB). Our measurements do not allow the
determination of the current phase relation of the wire at a
given resistance and thus cannot be compared with both
models in this respect. Figure 3b shows the calculated values
for both models, together with the Ics from all three samples.
Connecting the picture with Josephson networks, we can

interpret the M−S transition as the point at which the average
Josephson energy is larger than the Coulomb energy, and the
usual Bose gas/glass description would now apply. If the
superconducting gap is suppressed in the smallest grains,37 the
fusing of grains will also have the effect of reducing the
suppression, increasing the gap and further strengthening the
superconducting phase.
Phase Diagram. We construct a tentative phase diagram

by taking the smallest Rn values of sample A, which still show a
zero current state, and the largest Rn value, which just shows a
zero voltage state, and estimate the Es/EL ratio according to
the QPS theory. By assuming that this ratio is the same for
other samples, the thick black lines in Figure 4 indicate the
phase transition for nanowires with differences in length and in
Rξ (normal state resistance per coherence length). The
shortest wire, sample C, shows no insulating phase, which is
consistent with the phase diagram. For comparison, we added
the data from Bollinger et al.38 together with the analysis from
Mooij et al.17 The measurement data of Bollinger et al. do not
strictly distinguish between insulating and metallic, thus the
data appear in Figure 4 in both the insulating and the metallic
phase. For the studied wires, the transitions from super
conducting (red dots) to metallic (gray dots) and further up to
insulating state (blue dots) nicely coincide with the solid lines
drawn for constant Es/EL ratios of 10

−4 and 2 × 10−2. Except
for very short wires, we find a good agreement, especially if one
takes the large parameter space, the very different material
systems, and the employed techniques into account.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the normal state
resistance of narrow nanowires made from oxidized (granular)
aluminum can be reduced in situ at low temperatures by using
current pulses. This tuning allowed us to observe a transition
from insulating to superconducting behavior in a very
controlled way, showing good agreement with theoretical
models. We also report on the observation of a pronounced
metallic behavior characterized by strongly nonlinear con
ductance which is located between the insulating and the
superconducting phases. The demonstrated intrinsic electro
migration process of the granular aluminum also provides a
powerful method of probing the superconductor to insulator
transition. Using the QPS model, we proposed a tentative
phase diagram, predicting the transition parameters.
Apart from basic questions addressing superconducting

nanowires, the results of this work may have impacts on more
applied topics. The demonstrated strong nonlinearity of the

wiresin conjunction with their low loss and their large
kinetic inductancemake them promising elements for
superconducting quantum circuits,3,15,21,39,40 qubits, and
metamaterials. Furthermore, particle detectors such as micro
wave kinetic inductance detectors or superconducting nano
wire single photon detectors may be optimized using the
adjustability of the nanowire’s resistance, as described in this
work.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The nanowires are fabricated from a 20 nm thick AlOx film deposited
on a sapphire substrate; see Figure 1b for a scanning electron
microscope image. The film has a sheet resistance of 2.7 kΩ and Tc =
1.8 K. We use a single argon/chlorine based anisotropic etching step
and a hydrogen silsesquioxane/poly(methyl methacrylate) bilayer
etch mask to define the wire and the leads to the wire.12,15 The wires
have a nominal width of 20 nm.

The three measured nanowire samples are located on the same
chip. Each wire has AlOx leads with a width of 0.5 and 2.5 μm length
that contribute to an inductance of 20 nH. With a stray capacitance of
about 45 fF, we estimate an environmental impedance of about 0.6
kΩ, not considering the inductance of the nanowire itself.

The measurements were carried out in a dilution refrigerator at a
temperature of 25 mK. The electric bias leads are filtered at several
stages from room temperature to the base temperature with copper

Figure 4. Tentative phase diagram for nanowires made from
oxidized (granular) aluminum. For the black lines, the ratio
between the phase slip energy and the inductive energy of the
wires is constant for different geometries and specific resistances.
The dots represent the altered normal state resistances and the
color the low temperature state (blue = insulating, gray = metallic,
red = superconducting). Assuming a constant wire geometry and
only small changes in the coherence length, the ratio between Es
and EL decreases together with Rξ. From the smallest measurable
critical voltages, we find a constant ratio of Es/EL ≈ 0.02 (see
Figure 2b) for the insulating to metallic transition (upper black
line). The ratio at which the transition, metallic to super
conducting, occurs (Es/EL ≈ 10−4, lower black line), is determined
from the smallest Rn values in the superconducting regime. For
both transition lines, the previously determined values of α = 0.07
and β = 0.49 have been used. The black and gray squares represent
the data from Bollinger et al.38 and the model is taken from ref 17.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c08721?fig=fig4&ref=pdf
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c08721?fig=fig4&ref=pdf
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powder, π, and RCR low pass filters leading to an effective 
measurement bandwidth of about 5 kHz. In the insulating regime, 
however, the I−V characteristics are measured for a better signal to 
noise ratio with a minimal sampling time of about 0.02 s. For the 
superconducting (low impedance) and insulating (high impedance) 
regimes, we use different amplifier readout schemes (see Supporting 
Information for additional information).
A computer controlled measurement protocol was carried out for 

all samples in the following way: First, the I−V characteristics were 
measured in either a voltage bias scheme (insulating regime) or a 
current biased scheme (metallic and superconducting regime). Then 
Ip was applied for about 20 ms followed by at least a few seconds 
waiting time to allow the samples to recover into thermal equilibrium. 
The nanowire resistance Rn was determined with an excitation current 
below Ip. This then was followed by the next I−V measurement cycle, 
and so on.41
The wire resistance is given by Rn = Rtot − RL − Rth, where Rtot is 

the total value of the resistance measured, RL = 26.5 kΩ (samples A 
and C) and RL = 39 kΩ (sample B) are the resistances of the on chip 
leads connecting the nanowires. RL is in very good agreement with 
estimates using the AlOx sheet resistance and the geometry of the 
leads.
We also recognized a ‘thermal’ resistance offset Rth at larger current 

bias values which is of the order of 15 kΩ and can be explained by 
considering Joule heating.10
In the insulating and metallic regime, the resistances were 

determined from Ip. In the superconducting regime, however, Rn 
was extracted from the resistive slopes of the I−V characteristics 
above Ic which conveniently allows to determine RL and Rth.
The effective coherence length ξ was extracted from temperature 

dependent measurements of the upper critical magnetic field Hc2 for 
several μm wide AlOx wires with a sheet resistance ranging from 2.0 
kΩ to 5.1 kΩ. We found a constant Hc2 (T = 0) = 4.5 ± 0.2 T/μ0, 
consistent with ref 42. From this result, we get ξn = 8  ± 0.4 nm, which 
is in good accordance with the 10 nm value quoted in refs 43 and 44. 
We take ξn as a starting point for unaltered highly resistive nanowires. 
We assume furthermore that the wire cross section is sufficiently 
homogeneous and that the wire’s Es is not dominated by a narrow 
constriction in the nanowire. However, possible defects cannot be 
ruled out completely. In electron microscopy scans, the wires appear 
smooth and uniform with an edge roughness of the order of 1−2 nm.
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